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Abstract 

Multiple-choice questions are a powerful way to evaluate students, especially in elementary and junior high school. MCQ questions at 
this level usually rely on identifying nouns and keywords to fill in the blanks or choosing the correct answer / choice. However, creating 
these questions for teachers is often tedious and time consuming. This paper proposes an approach that leverages the capabilities of 
existing intelligent models to reduce the time taken by the teachers to move through the evaluation process. By carefully observing the 
question patterns established by the teacher, it was possible to understand the key factors considered in relation to the difficulty of the 
language used and the extent to which paraphrases are made in such marking schemes. 
Keywords: Language Models, Graphs in AI, BERT, WordNet, ConceptNet. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Evaluation or assessment of one’s knowledge can be done through many ways, such as, projects, presentations, 
examinations etc. Examinations remain as the most popular method of evaluation of a student's caliber. They allow for 
evaluation at the examiners comfort and allow for flexibility in schedule. MCQs or multiple-choice questions are one of the 
methods of conducting examinations where the candidate has to choose the best suited alternative(s) for the given question. 
It allows for standardization in evaluation and removes the subjectivity of evaluation which is a common boon in long form 
answers. The very nature of MCQ evaluation allows it to be the fastest form of evaluation of a candidate and poses 
opportunities for computerization of the examination and evaluation procedure. This reduces the time involved in the 
process flow by many folds. It allows for mass evaluation of candidates and also allows for anti-cheat techniques like 
shuffling the questions/choices of the answer which can improve the fairness of the examination. Though the evaluation and 
examination schemes are largely computerized, the process of creating the questionnaire remains largely manual and 
laborious. This introduces repetitive nature in the pattern of questions and the type of questions asked through the years. 
With the evolution and advancement of AI, it poses great opportunities for automating the process of generating the 
questionnaire. 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

The current approach [1] involves the teacher going through the entire content first before creating the questions. The 
teacher then identifies the most important questions and manually types/writes them. But to do so, the teacher must go 
through a number of paragraphs of text to identify the number of questions which can be made/created from a particular 
piece of content and then decide upon the paragraph subject to conditions like, number of questions, difficulty of question 
and nature of distractors. 

2.1 Challenges 

This makes the process of deciding upon the content time consuming and impractical. Furthermore, after deciding the 
content, it poses another challenge of deciding the questions, this adds to the time of the process flow. The process doesn’t 
end here, it moves into the stage of deciding upon the variety of questions. The most common types of questions are, fill in 
the blanks, antonyms and synonyms, parts of speech etc. All in all, the entire process is very cumbersome and time 
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consuming for any individual to take interest in it. Owing to this, teachers generally resort to shortcuts and skipping of steps 
in the procedure. They tend to repeat questions and paragraphs of the content which reduces the quality of evaluation and 
the entire process loses its effectiveness and purpose. With the advent of recent technological developments in the field of 
AI, machine understanding of language has improved largely and this poses opportunities for replacing human interaction 
and involvement in this sector. This can help speed up the examination process and reduce human fatigue and provide better 
evaluation schemes. 

2.2 Language Models 

Language modeling uses a variety of  statistical and probabilistic methods to determine the probability that a particular word 
sequence will appear in a sentence. The language model analyzes the body of the text data and provides the basis for  word 
prediction. These are used in natural language processing applications, especially those that produce text as output. Tasks 
like machine translation and question answering are some common areas where language models have significant growth 
and application. Language models [4] can provide background to distinguish between words and phrases that are 
phonetically similar. For example, a statistical language model in essence is a probability distribution of their possibility of 
occurrence for a sequence of words. Given such a sequence, of length m, the language model assigns a probability P(w1, 
w2,...wm) to the whole sequence. With language models like BERT, GPT3, GPT2, RoBERTa, BERT, [2] the machine’s 
capabilities to understand and make sense of phrases and words is close to matching human potential. 

2.3 Graphs in AI 

Graphs encode intelligence [4] as patterns that describe the relevant contexts in which intelligent decisions are made. They 
help shed light on changes in relationships between users, nodes, applications, edge devices, and other entities which the 
graph holds and encodes. They are often used to store related and interlinked descriptions of entities - objects, events, 
situations, or abstract concepts - while  encoding the underlying semantics of the term used. In natural language processing 
(NLP), a text graph is a graph representation of a text element (document, paragraph, or sentence) which is typically created 
as a pre-processing step to support NLP tasks such as text succinct, phrase identification (topic-based), text summarization, 
relationship extraction, and text inclusion. 

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Fig 1 gives the methodology used in this paper. Initially the textual matter is summarized to shorten the entire length of it 
and keep the most important parts of it for generating the questions. The extractive text summarization technique was used 
to shorten the input text, in which relevant information is extracted from a large document while retaining the most 
important information [1]. The BERT extractive summarizer [2], developed by google was used for this purpose to keep the 
original text and phrases intact. The abstractive summarizer also holds good as a strong alternative but it should be 
remembered that the initial phrases might be lost during the process.  
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Fig. 1. Flow of AI approach 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 BERT 

Unlike the directional model, which reads text input in sequence (left-to-right or right-to-left), the Transformer encoder 
(BERT) reads the entire sequence of words at once. Fig 2 gives the BERT summarization model architecture [2]. Therefore, 
it is more accurate to say it is non-directional, but it is considered bidirectional. This property allows the model to learn the 
context of a word based on the overall environment (left and right of the word). Due to its inherent bidirectional nature, 
BERT overcomes the limitations of RNN and other neural networks such as Long term dependencies.  

 

Fig. 2. BERT summarization model architecture 

4.2 Keyword Extraction and Generating Distractors 

After which, the keywords, in specific nouns, were extracted from the summarized text to pivot the questions around them 
using the python keyword extractor library. Proper nouns in particular were chosen as the keywords because the most 
commonly used parts of speech for generating MCQs in the tasks of evaluating candidates based on unseen paragraphs and 
seen literature. After this, the sentences containing the keywords were mapped and stored in a dictionary format where the 
keywords were keys of the dictionary and the values of the dictionary were the list of mapped sentences. The sentences are 
chosen at random to generate the MCQs. After solving the 2 key components of an MCQ, the last step is to create the final 
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component of the MCQ, which is the set of distractors or the wrong options. 2 approaches were used to generate the 
distractors from the word input, using WordNet and ConceptNet [3]. 

4.3 WordNet 

Humans are very good at identifying the sense a word holds in itself when used in a sentence. But machines do not have this 
contextual sense inherently. For example - In the sentence, ‘The spring failed the test.’, the word spring means coiled metal 
but it also means the season spring in the English language. The machine can not differentiate between the 2 senses as easily 
as humans. So, the first step is to derive the sense of the word when given an input word and sentence. For that, first the 
word and sentence are passed to synonym ring/synset to get its best fit synonym. After which, the similarity index is 
calculated and the one with the lowest one is passed to the next step. Now, the distractors are generated using WordNet [3]. 
First, the hypernym or super class of the word is searched and identified from WordNet, then the other hyponyms in the 
same category are returned as distractors. For example, if the returned word is rose from the synset, the hypernym would be 
flower and the distractors returned would be something like lotus, tulip, sunflower 

4.4 ConceptNet 

Since WordNet doesn’t hold the entire English vocabulary nor do all the words have hypernyms, it is likely that WordNet 
returns no output. To overcome this, we look for the distractors in ConceptNet [3]. But there is one drawback to 
ConceptNet, contrary to the spring example, Conceptnet, has no provision for distinguishing the meaning of different words. 
Therefore, when querying for a particular word, the sense that ConceptNet returns, is what will be used for the further 
procedure. When the given word is queried, the ‘partof’ group of the word is extracted first to reach a classification stage 
higher in ConceptNet. Next, the other words holding the same part-of relationship are returned as the distractors. For 
example - if the queried word is, cow, the part of the label would be cattle, which could return distractors like, bull, ox as 
distractors. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The current model and approach was tested for multiple contexts of the input text like English literature, manufacturing 
processes, reports and articles. After some parameter tuning, about 20 MCQs were generated from about a 1000 word essay. 
The results were then peer checked by teachers from schools and the reviews were satisfactory. 
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